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Welcome to Oxford University Press
Oxford University Press…

- was founded in 1668
- is a department of the University of Oxford
- 1675 first Bible and prayer book printed at Oxford University Press
- started publishing journals in 1906
- is the largest university press in the world with a presence in more than 50 countries and more than 5,000 employees
- publishes over 35,000 titles and over 220 journals
2. Welcome to OUP - our mission
“Bringing Quality content into that world…”

- Registered non-profit organization – non commercial
- Two-thirds of our journals are published in collaboration with learned societies
- High quality Journals. Over two-thirds of the Oxford Journals Collection is in the top half of the ISI rankings for their discipline
- Fair/low pricing – as shown by the 2007 LISU survey
- Free and greatly reduced online access to our content for low income countries our developing countries initiative (eIFL,…
The Oxford Journals Collection
The Oxford Journals Collection…

- 211 Journals in 2009 for the full collection
- 6 different collections with a specialist field
- Access from 1996 to the current year
- 24 new titles joining the Oxford Journals Collection in 2009
- Licensed to Consortia and to Individual Libraries
The Oxford Journals **Medicine** collection

67 journals featuring top titles across a variety of fields from clinical medicine to public health and epidemiology

- **Age and Ageing** (Impact Factor 1.910)
- **BRAIN** (Impact Factor 8.568)
- **Nephrology Dialysis Transplantation** (Impact Factor 3.167)
- **European Heart Journal** (Impact Factor 7.924)
The Oxford Journals Life Science collection

32 journals which span a variety of disciplines from the growing field of molecular and computational biology, to plant science, marine biology and behavioural ecology

- Annals of Botany (Impact Factor 2.939)
- Bioinformatics (Impact Factor 4.415)
- Systematic Biology (Impact Factor 5.039)
- Molecular Biology and Evolution (Impact Factor 6.438)
The Oxford Journals Math. & Physical collection

26 journals spanning a wide range of disciplines from mathematics management to mathematical medicine

- IMA Journal of Applied Mathematics (Impact Factor 1.324)
- Proceedings (Impact Factor 1.221)
- Biostatistics (Impact Factor 3.058)
- Radiation Protection Dosimetry (Impact Factor 0.528)
The Oxford Journals Law collection

26 academic and practitioner titles dedicated to general law and more niche areas such as medical and environmental law.

- Journal of International Economic Law
- Oxford Journal of Legal Studies
- Intern. Journal of Transitional Justice
- Intern. Journal of Intellectual Property
3. Welcome to OUP - our content

The Oxford Journals **Humanities** collection

54 journals encompassing history, literature, philosophy, religion, art and music

- **Past & Present** (Impact Factor 0.607)
- **Applied Linguistics** (Impact Factor 1.178)
- **History of Medicine and Allied Science** (Impact Factor 0.630)
- **English Journal of the English Assoc.** (Impact Factor 0.985)
The Oxford Journals **Social Science** collection

37 different titles from economics, business history and global development to religion, social politics and law.

- **British Journal of Social Work** (Impact Factor 0.781)
- **Public Opinion Quarterly** (Impact Factor 2.030)
- **World Bank Research Observer** (Impact Factor 1.700)
- **African Affairs** (Impact Factor 1.098)
The Oxford Journals Archive

Content covering 1849 - 1995
The Oxford Journals Archive collection…

- Backfiles for 151 journals
- Content from 1849 – 1995; all issues back to Volume 1, Issue 1.
- More than 3.4 million article pages
- Available as full Archive or in five individual subject collections
  - Medicine archive
  - Life Science archive
  - Law archive
  - Humanities archive
  - Social Science archive
Journals Library Services
Journals Library Services with…

- New Usage Statistics functions
- Shibboleth-Compliant
- Promotion Materials
- Trainings
- Support Team
- Individual and flexible pricing models

Take a look at the Oxford Journals Librarians’ Handbook for tips and advice on setting up and managing your access.
Please visit Adina and me at the Oxford University Press Stand at the exhibition area stand A 3 and…

- get in contact with us
- get more details
- get a free three month trial
- get an individual offer
- get access to our content

Thank you.